Become a Node
Operator
As a node operator, you’ll manage
and run authoring nodes that keep
the Polymesh blockchain secure
and operational at all times.



The Polymesh Network
Efficient and effective operation is crucial for the blockchain. Polymesh uses the
nominated proof-of-stake consensus mechanism to set roles, rules, and incentives for
how information is written to the chain. Node operators and stakers work together
guided by simple economic incentives to keep the chain secure and operational.
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What do Node Operators do?

Node operators process blocks based on transactions that follow the
blockchain’s protocol rules. They do not, however, ensure the transaction
complies with securities regulation. Instead, transaction data approvals are
built into the compliance and functionality of the security token.
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Why become a Node Operator?

Guide the industry
Be involved in the development of Polymesh and the security token
industry while gaining valuable insights.

Collaborate with the market leader
Be part of the premier public permissioned blockchain for regulated
assets.

B f

ene it with low investment

Low infrastructure and operational costs let you benefit from working
with blockchain without needing to lead in the creation of your own.
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Innovate in the security token space with the opportunity to offer new
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Get in touch with us at polymesh.network/contact-us
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